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What do you get when you mix a bachelorette party, the queen of dating disasters, and a stripper so
hot he was forged from the fires of hell? Screwed. You get screwed.... Cocky. Commanding.
Powerful. Relentless. Those four words all summed up West Rykman perfectly. So did filthy, dirty,
sexy, and addictive. He was supposed to be my one night stand...not my new marketing client. He
was definitely not supposed to be back inside my pants, not that anybody told him that. I knew one
thing: What West Rykman wanted, West Rykman got. And he wanted me. What happens in
Vegas... might just make you stay.(STRIPPED BARE is a standalone, erotic novel with romcom
elements. While Stripped Bare completes Mia & West's story, please be aware that the epilogue
leads into the companion novel, STRIPPED DOWN, coming August 30th.)
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So I absolutely loved this story. West & Mia were amazing. The chemistry was off the charts and I
was hooked right away. That being said, there were some major editing errors. Words in the wrong
place, spelling or missing words. It got confusing and distracting. Otherwise I would have rated this
book higher.

Mia never expected when she took her best friend's bachelorette party to a strip club that she would
meet a man like West, a stripper, and a man who proved to be more than she could resist.When
she is assigned to work on his clubs image, she is surprised to find he is the owner too. Their
attraction is still strong but she tries to resist this time. But West isn't giving up that easily.I really
liked the dynamics between these two. It seems like sex is all they have but you can see the hint of
the emotional attachment try are building. But each of them also have past hurts that impact their
ability to trust any kind of attachment.The side characters in this are great, especially Beck. Can't
wait for his book.

Mia O'Halloran, a very successful woman in freelance marketing, she had her girlfriends, who were
be there for her through thick and thin but the woman was very unlucky when it came to the matters
of heart.West Rykman was a Las Vegas stripper who was hired by one of Mia's friends Allie (who
was getting married) as a payback for Mia hiring her a stripper for my bachelorette party. There was
an instant attraction between Mia and West. Things heated up between them and the sheets.The
most memorable night of passion Mia ever experienced, she thought it would stay in Sin City but
she was dead wrong. When a family matter presented itself for her boss, Mia was sent to Vegas in
her place to deal with the owner of Rykman and Cruz Enterprises. A very big contract for MM
Marketing.Coming face to face with Mr Multiple Oh-Oh-Oh, as her friends dubbed him, also known
as West Rykman was a wonderful surprise even though Mia tried to stay professional. West on the
other hand didn't mind going after what he wanted and Mia was he wanted.The introduction of
Beckett Cruz was we done, loved the dynamic of the relationship between him and West. They were
more than business partners, they were friends or should I say they were like brothers. The respect
and love they had for each other was amazing.Loved the bantering between Beck and Mia...the way
they've both come to love and care for one another was a delightful treat. Looking forward to Beck's
story.STRIPPED BARE was steamy, hot, sexy and breathtaking. Emma Hart takes us on a
passionate, fun and emotional ride. I couldn't put the book down, sometimes I wish we were allowed
to rate more than 5 stars. This book has everything a reader looks for in a novel. 5++++

The poor editing was very distracting and made reading difficult. I didn't think the characters were all
that likable. West came off more immature than sexy and Mia seemed too unsure most of the time.
It seemed odd that they came together at all.

If readers are calling this book 'Hottest read of the year' and that is how you want to market your

book it better be true.Unfortunately in this case I can't agree. It's was very slow to get into, a story
about stripper is guaranteed pantry wetting moments, don't get me wrong the sex scene were hot.
But the story fell very flat. No excitement, no build up. What's to keep my interest in finishing this
book. Add in a bestie Beck and mysterious girl and it got a little more interesting.Things did pick up
after half way, it got steamy with phone sex. A wedding make it a little more interesting.

5 Oh So Sexy Stars!!!What happens when you have the most amazing night of your life with a guy
who is off the charts sexy thinking you'll never see him again....until you do??!! This is what Mia
O'Halloran is trying to work around when she next encounters West Rykman as her new client when
she has to take over the account for her boss.These two are off the charts sexy together. West is a
stripper that owns one of the hottest clubs on the Vegas Strip and knows how to use what he's been
given and use it he does and quite well if Mia has anything to say about it. While they're trying to
maneuver this new work relationship they're also burning up the sheets, the couch and any other
flat surface that can be found.I LOVED this book so much!! It was funny, sexy, hot, titillating and any
other word you can come up with that describes two people that are so meant to be together but are
afraid what that forever may look like because of past relationships. Ms. Hart knows how to write
these stories so well and she again did not disappoint in this new book.I loved how Mia stood up for
herself when West would "order" her to do something. She knew she was going to do it, but didn't
want to acquiesce to easily to his demands even though he turned her on beyond anything she's
ever experienced before.Adding some oh so hilarious moments to this story are the "side
characters" of Mia's best friends Allie, Jaz and Lucie and her over-bearing mother. On West's side
we've got his best friend and business partner, Beckett and his grandparents who certainly defy
every rule you think people of their age should be like.This is a book that should not be missed if
you like hot steamy sex with a great love story that brings together two people that belong together
when it's all said and done!
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